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Abstract: This paper discusses three methods of modulation for a single-phase isolated matrix
converter. The matrix converter is combined with a transformer integration to perform power
decoupling control in order to reduce the number of component and capacitor volumes. Due to
the reason of (i) Alternating current (AC/AC) direct conversion and (ii) transformer integration,
obtaining a clean sinusoidal grid current waveform in the modulation of matrix converter (MC)
is important. Three methods of modulation are compared in terms of control complexity, quality
waveform, and inductive-capacitive-inductive (LCL) filter sizing. The principal control of each
method is described. Finally, a prototype was tested to verify the validity and the effectiveness of
grid current control and power decoupling in the spoken circuit structure.
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1. Introduction

The rapidly expanding growth of battery storage system (BSS) has urged high demands for a
single-phase power converter. Figure 1a shows the applications such as home energy management
system (HEMS), uninterruptible power supply (UPS), and small-scale datacenter, which uses a
single-phase power converter as an interface between BSS and grid (AC 80–240 V 50/60 Hz). These
applications require isolation and typically rate from 1–3 kW with a high voltage battery (100–300 V).
As the price of battery is expected to reach a new low in the near future, a low cost and small size
single-phase power converter is highly demanded.
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Figure 1. (a) Single-phase power converter for a grid-connected battery application. (b) Conventional 

circuit structure consists of a dual-active bridge (DAB) and a single-phase inverter (SPI). 

Figure 1b shows the conventional circuit for a single-phase power converter. The circuit is 

composed of a dual-active bridge (DAB), a single-phase inverter (SPI), and an LCL filter [1,2]. The 

size reduction of a single-phase power converter is challenging because of using many passive 

components. Several studies have focused on reducing the size of inductive component such as 

Figure 1. (a) Single-phase power converter for a grid-connected battery application. (b) Conventional
circuit structure consists of a dual-active bridge (DAB) and a single-phase inverter (SPI).

Figure 1b shows the conventional circuit for a single-phase power converter. The circuit is
composed of a dual-active bridge (DAB), a single-phase inverter (SPI), and an LCL filter [1,2]. The size
reduction of a single-phase power converter is challenging because of using many passive components.
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Several studies have focused on reducing the size of inductive component such as inductor and
transformer by using a high frequency technique [3–5]. However, the major size of the converter is
occupied by the capacitors Cdc that are used to absorb the single-phase power fluctuation. Due to the
reason of current limitation in the electrolytic capacitor, capacitors are connected in parallel to form a
big capacitor bank in order to absorb the single-phase power fluctuation.

The matrix converter (MC) shows a promising solution for size reduction because the capacitor
can be removed [6,7]. Hence, MC can convert high frequency transformer voltage (i.e., 50 kHz) to low
frequency voltage (i.e., 50 Hz), at the same time controlling the current flow bidirectional. However,
for a single-phase application, a low frequency current that contains twice of the grid frequency occurrs
in the battery side due to the direct AC/AC conversion. Depending on the type of battery, such as
lithium battery, the single-phase fluctuation in the battery needs to be eliminated in order to protect
the battery from overvoltage.

Single-phase active power decoupling techniques have been discussed and reported for
compensating the single-phase power fluctuation [8,9]. A power decoupling circuit can be considered
to add between the battery and full-bridge inverter (FBI) in order to compensate the single-phase low
frequency current. Figure 2 shows a conventional circuit structure that consists of a power decoupling
circuit, a FBI, and a MC. The power decoupling circuit consists of an inductor Lb, a capacitor Cb,
a diode, and two switching devices. The single-phase power fluctuation is compensated by charging
and discharging the capacitor Cb according to the grid phase angle. As a result, the single-phase power
fluctuation can be eliminated with a smaller capacitor than the conventional capacitor bank.
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Figure 2. Circuit structure consists of a power decoupling circuit, a full-bridge inverter (FBI), and a 

matrix converter (MC). 

The required capacitance in a single-phase converter can be defined by Equation (1). 
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Figure 2. Circuit structure consists of a power decoupling circuit, a full-bridge inverter (FBI), and a
matrix converter (MC).

The required capacitance in a single-phase converter can be defined by Equation (1).

cb ≥
pcap

2×π× 2× fg × ∆vcb × vcb
; ∆vcb = vcbmax − vcbmin (1)

where vcb is the average battery voltage, ∆vcb is the capacitor voltage difference, and fg is grid frequency.
Figure 2 shows that a 1 kW calculation (capacitor power (pcap) is half of the rated power), by using
the power decoupling control to increase the capacitor voltage difference ∆vcb to 50 V, the required
capacitance can be reduced by 80% comparing that to the conventional circuit at the same rated power.

However, the major drawback is that this circuit requires extra switching devices and passive
component. Here, an integration technique that utilized the center-tapped of a transformer has been
discussed, as shown in Figure 3 [10,11]. The center-tapped of the transformer is utilized by connecting
the passive components (Lb and Cb) in order to perform the power decoupling control. Then, the FBI
controls the high frequency transformer voltage and the capacitor voltage at the same time, therefore
the switching devices in the power decoupling circuit can be reduced.

Without the transformer integration, the power decoupling circuit can be individually controlled
and the method of modulation for the matrix converter is rather simple. Literature reviews [12–14]
have demonstrated several valid modulations for the MC, where a good quality waveform can be
obtained without the need for concern for the power decoupling. However, when the transformer
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integration is applied with MC, the modulation for MC has to be changed in order to synchronize with
the FBI to obtain a proper voltage period. The failure of obtaining a clean sinusoidal waveform can
distort the battery current inherently, because this capacitor cannot absorb the current fluctuation.
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Figure 3. Circuit structure consists of a full-bridge inverter (FBI) with a transformer integration
decoupling control and a matrix converter (MC).

This paper discusses three methods of modulation for the MC that is applied with the transformer
integration. The first conventional method is a carrier comparison with a D-FF and the second
conventional method is a delta-sigma conversion based on pulse density modulation (PDM) which
have been addressed in [15–17]. This paper introduces a third method which is a carrier comparison
with a zero-vector commutation, and further discusses the difference of each method. The details
of each method is described individually. Then, the comparisons among these methods in term of
(i) control complexity, (ii) waveform quality, and (iii) LCL sizing are discussed. Then, the validity of
the modulation along with comparison results is shown. Finally, a 1 kW prototype was tested to show
the validity of the power decoupling with a MC.

2. Control Scheme

2.1. System Control

The system control block diagram is shown in Figure 4. The control is divided into two parts:
(i) Voltage and current closed-loop controls in FBI and (ii) grid voltage and current with a phase locked
loop (PLL) in MC. The FBI is performed as a voltage source to control the high frequency transformer
voltage vts and capacitor voltage vcb at the same time. Then, the high frequency transformer voltage is
fed into the MC, and therefore MC is performed as a current source converter to control the grid current.
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In FBI, a low time response of automatic voltage regulator (AVR) is applied to control the capacitor
voltage proportionally to half of the battery voltage. Then, the grid phase angle which is calculated from
the PLL in the grid control is added to control the phase angle of the inductor current. Then, a high
time response current control (automatic current regulator ACR) is applied into the inductor current
control. Note that the input of phase angle in the FBI control is also used to enable or disable the power
decoupling control (where 0 is disabled).

Since the MC is a current source controller, a normalized grid voltage command is feed-forwarded
into the controller. Then, a high time response current control is applied into the grid inductor current,
where a sinusoidal duty command (Dmc) is used to generate the corresponding gate signals.

Figure 5 shows the principal control of the power decoupling. The relationship among the grid
power pg, battery power pbat, and capacitor power pcb is defined in Equation (2), where pavg is the
average power and µo is the grid phase angle. When subjected to the frequency of the grid power,
the battery current contains twice the grid frequency.

pg = pbat − pcb; pcb = pavg cos(2ωot) (2)
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Figure 5. Principle control of power decoupling, charging and discharging states in the capacitor are
used to compensate the single-phase current that occurs in the battery current.

In the power decoupling, the capacitor power is divided into a charging and discharging state.
When the grid power is lower than the average power, this period is known as a charging state. During
the charging state, the battery power is loaded into the capacitor by controlling the center-tapped
inductor current. Then, the capacitor voltage difference ∆vcb increases from vcbmin to vcbmax during
this period.

When the grid power is higher than the average power, this period is known as a discharging
state. During the discharging state, the previously charged power in the capacitor is discharged
by the center-tapped inductor current. Then, the capacitor voltage difference ∆vcb decreases from
vcbmax to vcbmin during this period. Since no power delivery is needed from the battery, the battery
current remains at its average value. By repeating these two cycles according to the grid phase angle,
the capacitor voltage difference is controlled to compensate the single-phase current in the battery.
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2.2. Switching Behaviors in FBI

The switching behavior and current relationships in FBI are described. Figure 6 shows the
relationships between the two current components (DC and AC) in the FBI. The DC current component
occurs when the DC/DC conversion is performed between the battery voltage and capacitor voltage.
In this case, the FBI is equivalent to a buck converter with a 180 degree phase shift. Two DC currents,
iLb1 and iLb2, are manipulated with the duty to control the center-tap connected inductor current and
capacitor voltage, which can be defined in Equations (3) and (4).

vcb = D f bi × vbat; (3)

iLb = iLb1 + iLb2; (4)

where vcb is the capacitor voltage, vbat is the battery voltage, D is the duty of FBI, and iLb is the
inductor current.
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On the other hand, the AC current component occurs when the battery power delivers the grid
via the transformer, which is the transformer current. The AC current component is controlled with
corresponding to the modulation of MC, which is equivalent to the grid inductor current. Therefore,
the relationship between the transformer current and grid inductor current can be expressed as Equation (5).

itp ×N = its = igl; (5)

where itp is the primary side current (FBI), its is the secondary side current (MC), N is the transformer
ratio, and igl is the grid inductor current.

According to the state of the capacitor (charging or discharging) and the amplitude of the battery
current, the total of four switching behaviors can be summarized as shown in Figure 7. The zero-voltage
periods of FBI (S1S3 or S2S4 are turned on) are utilized to discharge and charge the inductor current.

During the discharging state, the battery current needs to be reduced and therefore the charged
energy in the capacitor Cb discharges to the battery side. When S2S4 are turned on, the current
circulates via S2 and S4 to keep the charged energy. When S1S3 are turned on, the charged energy
in the inductor is released to the battery via S1 and S3. The current cancellation between the battery
current and inductor current reduces the high peak of the battery current.

During the charging state, the battery current needs to be increased and therefore the low peak of
the battery current charges into the capacitor Cb. Here, when S1S3 are turned on, the battery current
flows via S1 and S3 to charge inductor Lb. Then, when S2S4 are turned on, the charged energy in the
inductor circulates via switching devices.
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amplitude of the battery current.

2.3. Modulation in MC

In MC, a low frequency voltage pulse width is formed to control the grid inductor by accumulating
from the high frequency transformer voltage vts. The high frequency transformer is controlled by FBI
which is magnetized from the battery voltage. As shown in Figure 8, the switching sequence is divided
into positive and negative voltage periods according to the polarity of the grid voltage. Then, each of
these voltage periods is implemented with zero-vector periods in order to discharge the grid inductor
current. As a result, the method of modulation is used to control the length of these voltage periods in
order to control the 50 Hz grid inductor current sinusoidal.
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Figure 9a shows the switching behavior in MC, which can differ to normal switching states and
zero-vector periods. When the gate signals S5S8 are turned on, the grid inductor is induced by the
positive transformer voltage to charge the grid inductor. Otherwise, when the gate signals S6S7 are
turned on, the grid inductor is then induced by the negative transformer voltage. On the other hand,
when the gate signals S5S7 (or S6S8) are turned on, known as the zero-vector periods, a circulating loop
is created inside the switching devices to allow the grid inductor current to circulate and discharge the
energy in the grid inductor.
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Furthermore, Figure 9b illustrates the zero-voltage switching (ZVS) relationships between FBI and
MC. Since the transformer voltage is magnetized from the battery voltage, a three-level high frequency
transformer voltage can be produced. That is, when gate signals S1 S3 or S2 S4 in FBI are turned
on, no voltage-product occurrs in the MC. These zero-voltage periods are utilized in the switching
intervals of MC to reduce the switching loss. During the gate-off transition, the drain-source voltage of
switching devices drops to zero before the gate signal is turned off. Then, during the gate-on transition,
the gate signal is turned on before the voltage is applied to the switching devices. Therefore, both of
the transitions can achieve ZVS.

However, the leakage inductance of the transformer needs to be taken into consideration during
the switching intervals. The energy in the leakage inductance needs to be discharged while the
transformer current changes the direction. Here, the approach is to use the grid inductor current to
cancel out with the leakage inductance current during the switching intervals. Figure 10 explains
and illustrates the phenomenon, where the positive transformer voltage is changed to the negative
transformer voltage while the grid side produces a positive voltage.

As shown in Figure 10, the transformer voltage becomes zero before the switching intervals start.
Then, following that the S6AB and S7AB are turned on in the next switching interval. During this
state, the leakage inductance current is used to discharge the capacitance S5A and also charge the
capacitance S6B. At the same time, the grid inductor current is flowing via S6AB in a reverse direction,
as a result the leakage inductance current and grid inductor current cancel out each other. The same
phenomenon applies to S7AB and S8AB, capacitance S7B is charged and capacitance S8A is discharged
by the leakage inductance current. Then, the grid inductor current is flowing via S7BA in an opposite
direction to achieve the current canceling.

As a result, forming an accurate voltage period, achieving ZVS, and current cancelling at the same
time is important in the method of modulation.
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3. Methods of Modulation

3.1. Carrier Comparison with D-FF (D-FlipFlop)

The first method is to use a D-flipflop (D-FF) function, the control block diagram is shown in
Figure 11. A carrier comparison with Dmc is used to generate two sets of switching signals SPQ and
SNQ. When SPQ and SNQ are both turned on zero-vector periods are formed. These two switching
signals are inputted to a D-FF, where the D-FF is synchronized with the CLK, and a XNOR logic is
applied to produce gate signals for S5–S8. The CLK is used to synchronize the switching intervals of
MC with the zero-voltage periods of FBI in order to achieve ZVS.
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However, D-FF creates a voltage error due to the occurrence of improper time length. Figure 12
shows the relationships among switching signals SPQ SNQ, gate signals S5–S8, and voltage pulse
width. First, SPQ and SNQ form the required voltage pulse width accordingly based on the carrier
comparison. After the SPQ and SNQ are aligned with D-FF, the voltage pulse width applied to the
grid inductor either becomes longer or shorter than the original voltage pulse width. These improper
pulse widths create voltage errors and the average grid inductor current is misadjusted. As a result the
grid current fluctuates irregularly.

3.2. Delta-Sigma Conversion with Pulse Density Modulation (PDM)

In order to eliminate the voltage error, a delta-sigma conversion which is based on pulse density
was discussed. Figure 12 shows the control block diagram and Figure 13 shows the relationship
between duty Dmc and quantization error Qr. The carrier comparison is not applied because the integral
changes corresponding to the quantization error. One cycle of the quantization level is equivalent to
one cycle of the CLK. The Qr is obtained based on the differential value between the Dmc and Dmc.
Note that the amplitude of Dmc does not change according to the grid current command (ig*) but the
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level of quantization error changes depending on the pulse density. As shown in Figure 14, the original
middle point is Dmc = 0.5. Then, the level of Qr changes depending on the pulse density that is used to
form the grid current command, which is Qr > Dmc or Qr < Dmc. The comparison between the Dmc and
Qr produces the corresponding voltage signals Sa and Sb in order to produce the desired voltage pulse
width. EXOR logic is applied to Sa and Sb to synchronize with CLK in order to produce gate signals.

That is, when ig needs to increase, a longer voltage pulse width is required and therefore Qr gets
higher than Dmc. On the other hand, when ig needs to decrease, a shorter voltage pulse is required and
Qr gets lower than Dmc.

These phenomenon are illustrated in Figure 15, where (a) Qr < 0.5 and (b) Qr > 0.5. In Figure 15a,
in order to decrease the grid current, most of the Qr periods are lower than Dmc, then Sa produces
a short voltage signal only when Qr is higher than Dmc. On the other hand, in Figure 15b, in order
to increase the grid current, a longer voltage pulse is required. Notice that the level of Qr increases,
and most of the Qr periods are higher than Dmc to produce the desired voltage pulse width. As a result,
the grid current can be controlled sinusoidal without the voltage error, and ZVS can be achieved by
synchronizing to CLK.
Energies 2020, 13, 3845 9 of 22 
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control of delta-sigma. (a) Qr < 0.5. (b) Qr > 0.5.

However, without the carrier comparison the integral resets the value depending on the quantization
level at a random frequency, as shown in Figure 16. As a result, the grid current ripple has an inconsistent
frequency which causes a resonance problem during the low output power [18]. Furthermore, the resonance
also occurs in the battery current due to the AC/AC direct conversion. Note that this resonance cannot be
compensated in the single-phase power decoupling, therefore one approach is to decrease the cut-off

frequency of the LCL; however, the size of LCL needs to increase as a drawback.

3.3. Carrier Comparison with Zero-Vector Commutation

The method of carrier comparison with zero-vector commutation is shown in Figure 17. This control
is implemented with a constant frequency and a commutation to eliminate voltage error. A carrier
comparison which is based on the pulse width modulation (PWM) is used and compared with Dmc to
generate a constant frequency voltage pulse width, similar to D-FF. Then, a zero-vector determination
(FS-SYN) is used to distinguish between the normal switching states and zero-vector periods. During
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the normal switching states, the CLK synchronizes the switching timing so that each of the switching
intervals of MC can achieve ZVS.Energies 2020, 13, 3845 11 of 22 
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error and the inconsistent frequency problem.

During the zero-vector periods, since the transformer voltage is applied on the switching devices,
hard-switching will cause the voltage at the switching device. In order to prevent the short-circuit state,
the transformer current first needs to be blocked before switching. Furthermore, a current circulating
path must first be created in order to achieve current cancelling.

The zero-vector commutation is applied only to the first and last switching intervals of the
zero-vector periods. A total of six categories are divided in the zero-vector commutation which
depends on the polarity of the transformer voltage, as shown in Figure 18. That is, if the zero-vector
period occurs from a positive transformer voltage and ends on a positive voltage or ends on a negative
voltage, it is known as PV-to-Z, PVZ-to-PV or PVZ-to-NV, respectively. On the other hand, if the
zero-vector period occurs from a negative transformer voltage and ends on a positive voltage or ends
on a negative voltage, it is known as NV-to-Z, NVZ-to-PV or NVZ-to-NV, respectively. Then, a two-step
commutation is performed to circulate and cancel out the leakage inductance current. The switching
algorithms of normal switching states are summarized in Table 1, and the switching algorithms of
zero-vector commutation are summarized in Table 2.
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Figure 19 shows the switching sequence of the zero-vector commutation for the case PV-to-Z. 

First, S7B is turned on and S8B is turned off, the transformer current continues to flow in the same 

direction via the S8A and S8B diode. Then, as S8A is turned off, the capacitance in S8A is charged by 
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After S8 is completely turned off the grid inductor current starts circulating via S5AB and S7AB, the 

zero-vector period is created in the grid side. 

Figure 20 shows the switching sequence of the zero-vector commutation for the case PVZ-to-NV. 
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Table 1. Switching algorithms of normal switching states (ZVS).

Symbols Polarity = 1 Polarity = 0

SPQ 1 1 1 0 0 0
SNQ 0 0 1 1 1 1
Vts + - +/− + - +/−
S5 1 0 0 0 1 1
S6 0 1 1 1 0 0
S7 0 1 0 1 0 1
S8 1 0 1 0 1 0

Vmc + + 0 - - 0

Table 2. Switching algorithms of zero-vector commutation.

Actions PV-to-Z PVZ-to-PV PVZ-to-NV NV-to-Z NVZ-to-PV NVZ-to-NV

Sequence 1st 2nd 1st 2nd 1st 2nd 1st 2nd 1st 2nd 1st 2nd
S5A 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
S5B 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
S6A 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1
S6B 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1
S7A 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1
S7B 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1
S8A 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0
S8B 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0

Figure 19 shows the switching sequence of the zero-vector commutation for the case PV-to-Z.
First, S7B is turned on and S8B is turned off, the transformer current continues to flow in the same
direction via the S8A and S8B diode. Then, as S8A is turned off, the capacitance in S8A is charged
by the leakage inductance current in order to build up the blocking voltage. Thus, the capacitance in
S7A is discharged to reduce the blocking voltage. At the same time, the grid inductor current flows
in the opposite direction via S7AB and therefore both currents are cancelled out with each other in
S7AB. After S8 is completely turned off the grid inductor current starts circulating via S5AB and S7AB,
the zero-vector period is created in the grid side.

Figure 20 shows the switching sequence of the zero-vector commutation for the case PVZ-to-NV.
First, S6A is turned on and S5B is turned off, the circulating current continues to flow in the same
direction via S5AB and S7AB. Then, as S6B is turned on, the capacitance in S5B is charged by the
transformer current to build up the blocking voltage and capacitance in S6B is discharged. At the same
time, the grid inductor current is cancelled out with the transformer current in S5AB. Since S5B is
completely turned on, S5A is turned off at no loss and the transformer current starts to flow to the grid
via S6AB and S7AB.
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Figure 21. Switching sequence for PVZ-to-PV, current cancelling is not achieved. 

Figures 22–24 illustrate the switching sequence for the case of negative transformer voltage. The 

principle control of current cancelling is similar, Figure 22 shows the switching sequence for NV-to-
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Figure 20. Switching sequence for PVZ-to-NZ, current cancelling in S5AB.

On one hand, for the case of PVZ-to-PV, current cancelling cannot be performed due to the polarity
of transformer voltage. The differential current is creating a voltage surge but a short-circuit state is not
created and therefore a breakdown of the device does not happen. Figure 21 explains the phenomenon of
the switching sequence. First, S7A is turned off and S8B is turned on. Next, the capacitance in S8A needs
to discharge in order to allow the current flows. Therefore, as S7B is turned off, the transformer current
is charging the capacitance in S7A at the same time discharging the capacitance in S8A. Note that the
only circulating path for the grid inductor current is via S5AB and S8AB and therefore the grid inductor
current flows with the transformer current via S8AB in the same direction. As a result, the voltage surge
occurs while turning on S8AB.
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Figure 21. Switching sequence for PVZ-to-PV, current cancelling is not achieved. 

Figures 22–24 illustrate the switching sequence for the case of negative transformer voltage. The 

principle control of current cancelling is similar, Figure 22 shows the switching sequence for NV-to-
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Figure 21. Switching sequence for PVZ-to-PV, current cancelling is not achieved.

Figures 22–24 illustrate the switching sequence for the case of negative transformer voltage.
The principle control of current cancelling is similar, Figure 22 shows the switching sequence for
NV-to-Z. While the transformer current is flowing via S6AB and S7AB, S8A is first turned on.
Then, as S7B is turned off, the capacitance in S7B is charged and the capacitance S8B is discharged
by the transformer current. At the same time, the grid inductor current flows via S8AB and current
cancelling can be achieved in S8AB during this state.
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Figure 22. Switching sequence of NV-to-Z, current cancelling in S8AB. 
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Figure 23. Switching sequence of NVZ-to-PV, current cancelling in S6AB. 
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Figure 24. Switching sequence of NVZ-to-NZ, current cancelling is not achieved. 
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Figure 24. Switching sequence of NVZ-to-NZ, current cancelling is not achieved.

Figure 23 shows the switching sequence for NVZ-to-PV. While the grid inductor current is
circulating via S6AB and S8AB, S5B is turned on and S6A is turned off. Then, as S5A is turned on,
the capacitance in S5A is discharged and the capacitance in S6A is discharged by the transformer
current. The grid inductor current flows in an opposite direction in S6AB to achieve current cancelling.
Since the S6A is completely turned on, the transformer current starts to flow via S5AB and S8AB. On the
other hand, similar to PVZ-to-PV, current cancelling cannot be achieved in NVZ-to-NV. As shown
in Figure 24, as S8B is turned on, the capacitance in S8B is charged and the capacitance in S7B is
discharged by the transformer current. Due to this reason, the grid inductor current flows in the same
direction with the transformer current in S7AB, and the voltage surge occurs during this interval.

Note that this zero-vector commutation differs from the traditional commutation in MC [19,20].
The traditional commutation is applied to form the voltage pulse width, however the zero-vector
commutation is applied during the zero-vector periods only (no voltage-product). Therefore, the voltage
error that occurred in the traditional commutation is not a concern. The purpose of the zero-vector
commutation is to cancel the current while charging and discharging the capacitance in the switching
devices, which is simpler than the traditional commutation.
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4. Simulation Results

The comparisons among the methods of modulation are demonstrated in the simulation results.
The simulation parameters of each method are summarized in Table 3, which is similar to the experimental
parameters. Moreover, the proportional-integral (PI) gain control for each method has been tuned to
provide the best result. Figure 25 shows the relationships between transformer voltage, MC voltage,
and grid inductor current based on the three modulations: (a) Carrier comparison with D-FF, (b) delta-sigma
conversion with PDM, and (c) carrier comparison with zero-vector commutation, respectively.

Table 3. Simulation/experimental parameters.

Names Symbol Value

Battery voltage vbat 100–200 V
Grid voltage vac 100 V 50 Hz

Transformer voltage ratio Nfbi:Nmc 1:1.75
FBI switching frequency fsw_fbi 100 kHz

Capacitor Cb 400 µF
Inductor Lb 10 µH

MC switching frequency fsw_mc 10 kHz
Filter inductor Lf 50 µH
Filter capacitor Cf 22 µF
Grid inductor Lg 425 µH
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Figure 25. Simulation results that demonstrate the relationship between the matrix converter (MC)
voltage pulse width and grid inductor current with different modulation methods. (a) D-flip flop,
(b) delta-sigma conversion, (c) zero-vector commutation.

In the D-FF, it can be noticed that due to the misalignment of pulse width, the average of the grid
current cannot be constantly controlled. As a result, the fluctuation of grid inductor current is the
largest among the three methods. In the delta-sigma conversion, the voltage error can be resolved and
therefore the fluctuation of grid inductor current is smaller than D-FF. However, it can be confirmed
from the voltage pulse width that it has an inconsistent frequency due to the level of quantization error.
With the zero-vector commutation, the voltage error can be eliminated and the fluctuation of grid
inductor current is removed due to containing a consistent frequency in the current ripple. Therefore,
the waveform quality can be improved as compared to the other two methods.

Figure 26 shows the simulation results at a low output power (300 W) that demonstrates the
waveform of the battery current with all the three methods. Due to the direct AC/AC conversion,
the distortion of grid current directly affects the waveform of the battery current. Notice that in
Figure 26a, the battery current is heavily distorted in the D-FF because of the voltage error. In the
case of delta-sigma conversion as shown in Figure 26b, the distortion in the battery current can be
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greatly reduced because the voltage error has resolved. However, a resonant frequency of the LCL filter
occurrs at the battery current because of inconsistent frequency in the grid inductor current. As shown
in Figure 26c, the zero-vector commutation can solve the two above problems. The distortion and
resonance frequency in the battery current can both be removed due to a clean sinusoidal waveform
that can be achieved in the grid inductor current.
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Figure 26. Low power (300 W) simulation result to demonstrate the differences of each method of
modulation. (a) D-flip flop, (b) delta-sigma conversion, (c) zero-vector commutation.

Figure 27 shows another operating waveform at larger power (3.3 kW) to demonstrate the
waveform of battery current with all the three modulation methods. D-FF is shown to have the worst
distortion in battery current among the three methods. On the other hand, delta-sigma can achieve a
clean sinusoidal waveform in the grid current nearly to the zero-vector commutation. This is because
the peak-peak current is limited by the cut-off frequency of LCL filter, as the amplitude of the grid
current becomes larger, the ripple current that is caused by the resonant frequency has lesser effect
compared to the low power.
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Figure 27. High power (3.3 kW) simulation result to demonstrate the difference of each method of
modulation. (a) D-flip flop, (b) delta-sigma conversion, (c) zero-vector commutation.

Figure 28 shows the comparison of grid current THD among these modulations at low and high
output power, respectively. The LCL cut-off frequency is regulated from 3 to 7.5 kHz by adjusting
inductor Lf and the Cf capacitor while keeping the same impedance percentage. The results in Figure 28a
(low power) shows that D-FF has the highest THD, and only the zero-vector commutation can reach
the THD below 5% at a cut-off frequency of 5 kHz. In Figure 28b (high power), both the delta-sigma
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conversion and zero-vector commutation can reach the THD below 5% within the cut-off frequency
from 3 to 7.5 kHz.Energies 2020, 13, 3845 17 of 22 
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Figure 28. Comparison of grid current total harmonic distortion (THD) with the different inductive-

capacitive-inductive (LCL) cut-off frequency between low power and high power. Zero-vector 

commutation achieves the lowest total harmonic distortion (THD) regardless of power level. (a) Low 

power (300 W). (b) High power (3k W). 

Table 3. Simulation/experimental parameters. 

Names Symbol Value 

Battery voltage vbat 100–200V 

Grid voltage vac 100V 50Hz 

Transformer voltage ratio Nfbi: Nmc 1:1.75 

FBI switching frequency fsw_fbi 100 kHz 

Capacitor Cb 400 μF 

Inductor Lb 10 μH 

MC switching frequency fsw_mc 10 kHz 

Filter inductor Lf 50 μH  

Filter capacitor Cf 22 μF 

Grid inductor Lg 425 μH  

5. Experimental Results 

Figure 29 shows the layout of the 1 kW prototype (203 × 113 × 10 mm). Switching devices are 

placed on both sides (left: MC; right: FBI), then a planer transformer is placed in the middle and the 

capacitor Cb (400 μF) and an inductor Lb (10 μH) that is connected to the center point of transformer 

is placed on the top side of the prototype. 

Figure 30 shows the effectiveness of ZVS and zero-vector commutation. Figure 30a shows the 

result before applying zero-vector commutation. During the first (PV-to-Z) and last (PVZ-to-PV) 

switching intervals of zero-vector periods because hard-switching happens at a short-circuit state, 

therefore over-voltage occurrs at the transformer voltage. On the other hand, during the ZVS periods 

it can be confirmed that voltage spikes did not occur at the transformer voltage because switching 

devices are aligned to the zero-voltage of the transformer to achieve ZVS. 

Figure 30b shows the result after applying the zero-vector commutation. As shown in the result, 

the voltage spike at the transformer voltage can be greatly reduced in PV-to-Z, comparing that to 

Figure 30a. The zero-vector commutation enables the switching state to go into the zero-vector 

periods to allow the current to circulate inside a loop and achieve current cancelling. As a result, the 
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current cancelling cannot be achieved in PVZ-to-PV and therefore the voltage surge occurs on the 

transformer voltage. Since the short-circuit state can be prevented, the voltage surge is smaller than 

that compared to Figure 30a. 

Figure 28. Comparison of grid current total harmonic distortion (THD) with the different inductive-
capacitive-inductive (LCL) cut-off frequency between low power and high power. Zero-vector commutation
achieves the lowest total harmonic distortion (THD) regardless of power level. (a) Low power (300 W).
(b) High power (3k W).

As a result, in order for the delta-sigma control to achieve 5% THD at low output power,
the cut-off frequency needs to be reduced with the penalty of a larger size in the LCL filter. Therefore,
the zero-vector commutation can achieve the smallest size in the LCL filter and also achieve THD
below 5% for both low and high output power, among the three methods.

5. Experimental Results

Figure 29 shows the layout of the 1 kW prototype (203 × 113 × 10 mm). Switching devices are
placed on both sides (left: MC; right: FBI), then a planer transformer is placed in the middle and the
capacitor Cb (400 µF) and an inductor Lb (10 µH) that is connected to the center point of transformer is
placed on the top side of the prototype.Energies 2020, 13, 3845 18 of 22 
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result can confirm that the zero-vector commutation could achieve better THD than the conventional 
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Figure 29. Layout of a 1 kW prototype.

Figure 30 shows the effectiveness of ZVS and zero-vector commutation. Figure 30a shows the
result before applying zero-vector commutation. During the first (PV-to-Z) and last (PVZ-to-PV)
switching intervals of zero-vector periods because hard-switching happens at a short-circuit state,
therefore over-voltage occurrs at the transformer voltage. On the other hand, during the ZVS periods
it can be confirmed that voltage spikes did not occur at the transformer voltage because switching
devices are aligned to the zero-voltage of the transformer to achieve ZVS.

Figure 30b shows the result after applying the zero-vector commutation. As shown in the result,
the voltage spike at the transformer voltage can be greatly reduced in PV-to-Z, comparing that to
Figure 30a. The zero-vector commutation enables the switching state to go into the zero-vector periods
to allow the current to circulate inside a loop and achieve current cancelling. As a result, the voltage
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spike of the switching device during the zero-vector periods can be resolved. On one hand, current
cancelling cannot be achieved in PVZ-to-PV and therefore the voltage surge occurs on the transformer
voltage. Since the short-circuit state can be prevented, the voltage surge is smaller than that compared
to Figure 30a.
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Figure 30. Experimental result to demonstrate the effectiveness of the zero-voltage switching (ZVS) and
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The comparison of experimental results at low output power (300 W) between the delta-sigma and
zero-commutation is shown in Figure 31a,b. In this result, the power decoupling was disabled in order
to validate the effectiveness of the method of modulation. The capacitor voltage vcb is controlled at 90 V
constantly with a battery voltage of 180 V. In Figure 31a, we noticed that the grid inductor current igl
has a huge current ripple due to the inconsistent frequency. As a result, the battery current fluctuates
at a resonance frequency of 1.25 kHz. Figure 30b shows the results obtained by the zero-vector
commutation, the distortion in the battery current can be nearly eliminated because a clean sinusoidal
grid inductor current can be obtained.
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Figure 32a,b shows the fast Fourier transform (FFT) analysis of the grid current between the
delta-sigma and the zero-vector commutation, respectively. Even the number of harmonic components
contains the battery current. Then, it can be noticed that the 4th, 6th, and 8th harmonic components in
the delta-sigma conversion is higher than that of the zero-vector commutation. The result can confirm
that the zero-vector commutation could achieve better THD than the conventional ones.

Figure 33 shows the effectiveness of power decoupling with the zero-vector commutation.
In Figure 33a, the power decoupling control was disabled and therefore the battery current contains a
low frequency component. Then, after being applied to the power decoupling control as shown in
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Figure 33b, the single-phase power fluctuation occurs in the capacitor voltage. The average capacitor
voltage is constantly kept at half of the battery voltage, then ∆vcb of approximately 30 V is controlled at
100 Hz sinusoidal waveform to compensate the single-phase power fluctuation. This is also identical
to the theoretical calculation which is explained in Figure 3, where a 400 µF capacitor with 30 V voltage
difference is designed for the power decoupling. As a result, the single-phase power fluctuation can be
reduced in the battery current. Note that the low frequency fluctuation occurrs in the battery current
because of the DC bias effect in the ceramic capacitor.
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complexity requires a high-bandwidth controller. If the design level is only concerned for high-power, 
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Figure 33. Experimental results to demonstrate the effectiveness of power decoupling control with the
zero-vector commutation. (a) Without the decoupling control; capacitor voltage is constantly controlled
at the average of battery voltage. (b) With the decoupling control; the capacitor voltage difference is
30 V with the decoupling control to compensate the single-phase power fluctuation.

Figure 34 shows the experimental measurement efficiency of the prototype. The prototype achieves
the highest efficiency 91.5% at 1 kW. Optimization of the losses will be considered in the future work to
improve the efficiency.
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6. Conclusions

The comparisons among the three methods and along with other literature reviews are summarized
in Table 4. Power decoupling is obviously not considered in the past studies due to the difference of
circuit structure. The control also shows a difficult level due to complex commutation rules. This paper
describes and compares three methods of modulation of MC for the power decoupling with the transformer
integration. Zero-vector communication is introduced in this paper. The effectiveness of these modulations
have been demonstrated in simulation and experimental.

Table 4. Comparison results among the three methods of modulation.

Modulation Methods
Power

Decoupling
Control

Complexity

Quality Waveform (Grid Current
THD, Battery Current Ripple) LCL Filter Sizing
Low-Power High-Power

SPWM synchronous rec. [12] × 4
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